Dagshai Public School upholds traditions and values, hones determination and focus.
EDITION JUNE 2017
DIAMOND JUBLIEE CELEBRATIONS AFOOT
SIKH ENVIRONMENTAL DAY CELEBRATED
017 is a historical, landmark year of Dagshai Public
ur pristine school observed the Sikh
School as we march towards its Diamond Jubilee to
Environmental day by planting more than ten
be celebrated with great pomp and glory, verve and
score saplings, which is an annual feature. The
gusto. Needless to say, the well placed remarkably
Dagshanians highlighted the real quintessential
successful, and emotionally-rooted Ex-Dagshanians will of ‘Nature Preservation’ by drawing our attention to
return to their alma mater in sizeable numbers to saving water, usage of LED bulbs, switching off lights and
participate in the Sixtieth Founder’s Celebrations. gadgets when not in use and the need to create ‘Oxygen
Prominent ones with recent achievements being Rana langar’ by tree plantation in Gurudwara areas. Needless to
Gurjit Singh (Minister for Irrigation and Power, Punjab) say DPS extends the spectrum of ‘Education’ way beyond
and Mr. Rajiv Saizal recently conferred with the ‘Most the formal class-room digital teaching to the real world
Popular and Successful Politician of India’ title.
encompassing us where nature continues to be the
veritable TEACHER.
CENT PERCENT BOARD RESULT
SPIRITUAL RETREAT
agshai Public School has been attached to the
A.S.I.S.C and for decades has been strongly
he underlying spirit of the founder, is symbolically
associated with the Council. The ICSE Board
represented in the three-day Spiritual retreat from
result of 2017 has once again done us proud,
April 12th to 14th. Akhand Path, was held in Sikh
Bhavya Goyal has obtained a score of 87%, enabling her
maryada.
Nishan
Sahib
was
changed
to be ranked first. Bineet Singh Anand stands second with ceremoniously, Turban tying, story-telling, Nitnem path
83%, closely followed by Priyanka Maharia with 81.4%. competitions were held to encourage the children. The
Once again, Dagshai Public School boasts of cent per cent Executive Director and Dean of Divinity explained and
results.
simplified the daily banis to the children. The Death
Anniversary of the Founder was observed on April 14th.
ISC BATCH WILL APPEAR IN MARCH 2018
ith its recent renewal to ISC board, our Plus II After the completion of the bhog, a delectable ‘Guru ka
batch of 2018, will be sitting for the ISC exam Langar’ was served.
PARENT’S ORIENTATION WORKSHOP
after more than three decades. The teaching
faculty is all geared up to help the senior students prepare
he Principal, during the Parents’ Orientation
and perform to their optimum levels.
Programme of the new students, highlighted
various aspects of the school, projecting the
GOOD LUCK PARTY
available facilities and the school’s history that has
befitting ‘Good Luck Party’ for our ICSE batch
of 2017 was held in March 2017. Interesting done us proud. A special Fresher’s Party was the highlight
games, exchange of gifts, delightful stage items of this memorable occasion. Every child confidently,
and thought provoking speeches further accelerated the introduced himself. Seerat Sharma (VIII), Mannat Sood
joyous mood of the afternoon. The school authorities and (VIII), Bikramjit Singh (VIII), Maneet (V), Ravneet (IX),
staff members were bestowed with hyperbolic titles. The Lozang (IX) were adjudged as the most impressive
title of the Mr Suave went to Bineet Anand while Ms. Freshers.. The Director, Col. (Retd.) H.S Ahuja, spoke
Bhaavya Goyal clinched the tiara of Ms. Confident. Other befittingly on the occasion. A sumptuous lunch was served
Stars were Ms. Smile and Mr Cool, respectively earned by to all our visitors staff and students.
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Ms. Priyanka Maharia and Mr Gurtej Singh Virk.
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IMPORTANT DAYS FÊTED
he kindergarten section of Dagshai Public School
celebrated Red Colour Day with great zeal and
gusto. The classes were turned into red fruit
baskets with watermelon, cherries, carrots, apple,
and pomegranate aplenty, to further enhance the day.
“Mother’s Day”, too was an emotionally projected
celebration with a special assembly, highlighting her role
through speeches, poetry, songs and card-making. This is
with the view to fortify family values. While calligraphy
competition was assigned to our Juniors, Creative Writing
had the Senior out-doing each other.
LABOUR DAY OBSERVED
Labour Day’s sanctity for Dagshai Public School
is not a single day’s formal observance. It’s a way
of life inculcated in the young minds, left in our
care. Our support staff is an integral part of the
D.P.S family. Taking care of their creature comforts,
extending our learning platform to their young, is perhaps
unprecedented. All opportunities have been impartially
offered for their holistic growth.
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON EARTH DAY
The children robustly advocated ‘GO GREEN – SAVE
EARTH, SAVE WATER’ in a special morning assembly.
Our students are groomed to keep their school and its
precincts clean and aesthetically appealing. Tree
conservation, rain water harvesting, usage of solar energy
for lighting purposes, are only a few of the practically
executed strategies for the upkeep of our sylvan
surroundings.
JUNIORS EXCEL IN POETRY RECITATION
AND NARRATIVE PROJECTIONS
n May 19th our tiny-tots outdid each other in a
poetry
and
story-telling
competition.
Undoubtedly the levels of Public speaking and
academic achievements are setting new bars.
While the Sub Juniors recited poems and interesting
verses, class III to V confidently narrated a range of
thrilling stories.
SCHOLAR BATCHES BESTOWED
erseverance, focus, determination and practice are
the character building alloys that form the
foundation of our children, at every level of their
holistic growth and confidence. Scholar Badges
were bestowed upon the achievers from Lower K.G. to
XII. These honors were facilitated by Director
Administration and our Principal.
NCC’S INTERACTIVE SESSION
rigadier Lalit Joshi, a Group Commander at NCC
Head Quarters, Shimla, shared his army
experiences, igniting a passion in our eager
adolescents. Our NCC contingent, formed in Nov
2015, is swelling its ranks. The first camp was held from
August 16th to 24th, 2016 at Solan. Here the girls bagged
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the second position. Bineet Anand went for RD camp at
Shah Talai, thereafter to camps at Sunder Nagar and Ropar
in September and October 2016. This won him state level
recognition and cash awards.
REGULAR CAREER COUNSELLING
A Career Counselling session was recently organized for
our entire Commerce Stream. The speaker an established
Chartered Accountant of Delhi had an interactive session
with our budding economists. All their doubts and queries
were satisfactorily responded to.
SPORTS DAY
he Diamond Jubilee Sports Day, was a fun-filled
gala affair. The Chief Guest, Mr. Rakesh Kanwar,
Deputy Commissioner, Solan was favourably
impacted by the immaculate turnout of the
students. From March Past to Races, Stretching Exercises
of the tiny tots and Commando Drill to the perky Peacock
Dance; from the well-disciplined Karate to the energetic
Gatka, the spectators watched in spell-bound silence. The
robust Dagshanians went on, to clinch medals, trophies
and certificates for themselves.
The Summer Break commenced soon after the
Sports Day concluded.
RECENT HIGHLIGHTS
 Abhiuday(X) bags Silver medal at the 8th National
Kudo Tournament at Khandala, Maharastra.
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS OF SESSION 2016-17
CLASS

LKG

UKG

I

II

III

IV

NAME

NAME

RANK

Saujnya

I

Naman

II

III

Vanshika

III

I

Aashutosh

I

Ayushman

II

I

Mrityunjay

III

Bhargavi

I

Mehul

I

Samridhi

II

Anmol

III

Saujanya

I

Karamjot

II

Aradhya
Sharma

III

Mannat

I

Aarav
Gupta
Manish
Bansal
Mavlya
Garg
Udit
Sharma
Amit
Kumar
Bhananjay
Singh

RANK

CLASS

I
II

I

Suryansh

II

Jugraj

III

Ananya

I

Aryan

II

Tejveer

III

V

VI

VII

VIII

Karan
Verma
Subhjeet
Singh
Dinesh
Mahariya
Ravi
Sharma
Apoorav
Negi
Shipra Sood

IX

XI

II
III
I
II
III
I

Chahat
Chadda
Saloni
Chauhan
Barkha
Sharma

III

Amanpreet

II

Saurav
Jindal

III

II

I

